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CHAPTFR I 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this study 1s to investigate certain temporal aspects 
of behavior. One of the rather unique aspects involved in investigating 
the tune factor 1n behavior would seem to be the tact that knowledge of 
some of t.he temporal components in behavior Dt.Iq contribute to a fuller 
understanding of at least one of the processes underJ..y1ng final, resultant 
behavior. In otb.er wrds, the emphasis in s'I.i/Jh !l. study 1s not primarily 
upon What the subject does, but how he goes about do~ it. It 1s pos-
sible that results obtained in temporal studies m8\Y have wide applicabil-
ity, since all behavior is elicited within a temporal framework. There-
fore J addi tiona! 1na1ght into this di.lIension might prove fr-rli tful for a 
better psychological understanding of m.any different ldnds of behavior. 
Temporal aspects ot behavior can be investigated within a number ot 
different frameworks. It can probably be stated that psychologists have 
most often focused upon studies which emphasize the optimum rate at which 
a subject can respond. Thus, in reaction time studies, speed tests, etc., 
the experimental situation is so structured as to motivate the subject to 
respond as quickly as he can. However, psychologists have at times been 
criticized for making generalizations about behavior from results 
obtained in rather art1£ic1al, unrealistic experimental 61 tuatioIl8 
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(ClOldstein, 1939). Individuals seldom respond in day to day situations 
with optimum speed, and usually react in a manner which is comfortable 
or "natural" for th8l1l. Furthermore, the "natural" temporal framework 
wi thin which individuals respond ma;y be markedly different from person to 
person. One individual M8iY' characteristically respond very quickly while 
another may preteI' to adopt a slower, more deliberate temporal framm.ork. 
Therefore, it would seem to be of value to investigate similarities and 
differences among individuals responding at their "natural" rate of speed. 
The purpose of this thesis 18 to stud¥ temporal aspects of behavior 
elic1 ted while the subject is responding in a manner which is assumed to 
be most comfortable and natural for him. The speed of responding which a 
subject adopts spontaneously has been called "personal tempo," and haa 
been found by a number of investigators to be a very consistent aspect of 
personality <see REVIEW OF THE LlTEnATURE). In other words, the personal 
tempo which any individual adopts for performing certain tasks tends to 
remain constant throughout the entire time the individual is perfoming 
the task, and for successive performances of that task. 
One of the questions which this suggests is that of the limits 
wi thin which personal tempo remains constant, and under what condi tiona 
does it vary. The specific purpose of this thesis is to investigate the 
effects of drugs upon the consistency of certain measures or personal 
tempo. The problem is to determine whether or not the physiological and 
psychological cha.nges produced by certain d.rut;s are reflected in the 
individual's temporal organization of behavior. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LIT&RATURE 
One of the earliest studies pointing to the consistency of motor 
behavior was Allport and Vernon's Studies .!:!!. Expressive Movements (1933). 
They indicated that both gesture and handwriti.;; reflect a baaicalq 
stable and constant individual style, and tha.t the theories of apec1£1c1t;y 
and identical elements are inadequate to account for the constancy 
obtained. They favor theories that postulate w1despread generalization of 
motor function and which regard motion as a. reflection of \.U organized 
disposi tiona in personality. They conclude that there is no uniform 
psychic tempo which pervades all activities, bu.t rather postulate three 
broad speed factors. verbal, manipulative, and rhythmio. 
F'rische1sen-Kohler (1933) suggested that in order to better under-
stand complex intellectual and psychiC processes, one had to "start at. 
the bottom and seize upon elementary £u.nctions. II She felt that tempo is 
one such elementarY' .f'unction because it pervades all behavior. Further-
more, since most individuals become il1med1ately aware of the fact that 
certain tempos are suitable while others are too slow or fast, she con-
sidered the posaibil1 ty of there being a generalized tempo which charac-
terizes different individuals. 
In order to te6t this hypothesis, she had persons of all ages perform 
certain motor tasks, and counted the number of tilles they executed the •• 
) 
tasks w1th1n a. oertain period of time. The tasks she employed were 
tapping with the finger and foot and preferred metronome rate. The 
tapping tests vere repeated four times wi thin an interval of three or 
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four d~~. The tests of preferred metronome rate were repeated eight 
times wi. th an interval of two months between the first four and the last 
four repeti tiona. The results indicated that the inter-individual var-
iability was far grea.ter than the intra-individual variability. Although 
no attempt was made to retest the individuals under similar envi.romental 
conditions, their performance on the retests remained quite constant. 
Furthermore, it vu found that the inter-relatlonah1ps among the dirferent 
tasks were higb. In other words, an individual 'Who tapped rapidl1' oould 
be expeoted to preter a taster metronome rate than an ind1 vidual who 
tapped slov:Q-. li'1nall¥, no reliable d1fterenoes were found between dif-
ferent sexes and Wferent ages. Therefore, Fr1sohe1sen-Kohler oonoluded 
that. personal tempo vu a stable &1d generalised personal1 ty characterill-
tic. She attempted to go one 8tep further and compared the personal 
tempos of monozygotio twins, bizygot1o twine, brothers and sistere, and. 
unrelated individuala. She found that the personal. tempo of monozygotic 
twins were most s1m1lar, those of bizygotio tw1na and brothers and sisters 
were less a1m1lar, and the personal tempos of unrelated individuals were 
least s1m1lar. Therefore, she concluded that an individual'. particu.l.ar 
personal tempo wu to a large extent. determined by biologioal, genetic 
factors. 
Conclusions similar to those of Frischeieen-Kohler were drawl! by 
s 
Wu (1934) on the buies of both an intensive study of n:i.:ne unaelectec:l 
persons for a period of ten weeka. and an e.xt.ensive st.udy" of 26 Wl8elaoted 
subjects for a single a1tt1ng. In both cues, the same six t.eart-s were 
used; they were foot. tapping, counting nUl'l19rals, finger tapping, poat.l"y 
reading, observing octagona, and word counting. Correlat.1ona between the 
second and ninth, and the t.hird and seventh sittings of t.118 intenaive 
study were computed, all the correlaUona of the six tempo t.asks wre 
posit.ive. with a median value at .87$ and .a80, reapect1veq. This was 
interpreted as clear evidence that in each of the a1x spec1!'ic 81mple 
tests studied, an individual 1IIOrkod at hi. Olin characteristic rate or 
"perllOnal tempo." In other worda, an individuaJ.' s relative st.anding in 
the group was ta1rl;y constant. at. all times. furthermore, with the 
exception of the word wi t.ing teat, the int.ercorrelatJ.ona 8IIlOllg the six 
tests were all pos1Uve, with a coefficient 88 high as .880 between the 
finger tapping and counting numerala tests. These resulta indicated a 
falrl3' consistent. relationship of the personal tailpO in the different 
tests (except word. writ.ing). In the extell.i ... e stud¥ of a larger group of 
subjecta, the correlaUona were also positive. 
Another aspec t of the study involved having the same 26 persons who 
served in the extensive study respond to the aame aix teats as quickly u 
they could rather than in tema of a nat.ural tempo. Once again the inter-
correlat.1on among the six tests were all positive. Thus. the author con-
cluded that although no theoret.ical "glf factor could be demonstrated, 
there might. be considered 1;.0 be a "general phenomenon" in different t.asks, 
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in the sense that there wa always some element of community bet.ween aff3 
two of the six simple tasks stud1ecl. In other words, a person who was 
comparatively' fast in one t&8k might be expected to also be comparativeq 
fast in others. 
Finally', it vas found that the intercorrelaUons between the six 
tuks perfonned at a natural rate of speed and at a mu1mUlll rate of &peed 
were .19 !. .1). This, the author concluded, wu evidence that for certain 
taaks which have aore or less s1a1lar content, an individ.ual-s natural 
rate ot work or "personal tempon is somewhat related to his max1m.= apeed. 
However, other investigators disputed. the probability of there be1ng 
a generalized. factor of speed or personal tempo. Lauer (1933), atter 
comparing typical samplings of voluntar,y and. involuntary rates found 
there waa little relationship between spec1fic respon.se rates. He con-
cluded that any tendency tor bodily' tempos to vary together, suggestive 
of a speed factor, would seem to hold. onq tor habitual responses, if at. 
all. Similarq, Foley (1937) indicated. that speed of reactions was con-
ditioned primar1l;y by apeclt1c envirolllental. factors. Data on the opera-
tion Qf phya1ologioal factors, age or motivational factors, sex differ-
ences, "constitutional" t)"pe8, and "racial" types vere negative or incon-
sistent. He concluded. that, in general, correlational and factor pattern 
anal;rsis supported. a specificity interpretation rather than one baaed 
upon a "general factor" of speed. 
One explanation tor difterent authors cOllling to discrepant conclu-
sions as to whether there is or is not a general speed factor mq be the 
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tact that only a l1m1ted number of f'Wlctions were investigated. In other 
words, a study of personal tempo 1rIh1ch investigates only a few psycholo-
gical functions m.ay result in high intercorrelation among those functions 
tested; hoWYer, it 1l8\Y be unwarranted to generalize beyond those functiom 
and hypothesise a general speed factor. In order to test this, iUmold1 
(1951) included 59 tests representing a comprehensive range ot payoholo-
gical :functions in a study of personal tempo. The tests were administered 
to 91 male subjects, age. 19-2$ years. In order to determine test-retest 
reliabil1 ty, rank-order correlation coe.f£icients vere obtained by retest1rJi 
17 of the subjects wi t."tin a period ve.ry1ng between lS and )0 dqa. The 
correlation coefficients were very high indicating the consistency of 
personal tempo oyer a period or time. 
In order to investigate the po ssibi 11 ty of a general speed factor, a 
factor analyais was performed. The data was factored to reveal nine 
factors, including speed ott large motion of trunk and limbs, _all 
motions, drawing with feet, drawing with hands, perception, reaction time, 
and cognition. Therefore, it was concluded that it 1s not possible, on 
the buis of one or two 1aolated speeds, to prediot speeds 1n other psy ... 
chological functions with great accuracy. Ron-motor speeds could not be 
predicted with any assurance fl'Olfl motor speeds. The postulation of a 
general, monistic factor of tempo that could be used for the purpose of 
prediction did not seam to agree with the expe:r1mental findings. 
In spite of the discrepancies in the literature regarding the question 
of a general speed factor, one 1lllportant point of agreement among almost 
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all studies is the consistency ot the temporal framework wi thin which 
oertain t.aaks are perf'ormed. For instance, subjects perf'o:ming ergo-
graphic work execute almoat the 8ame number of oontractions per t.1m.e unit 
independently ot their state of fatigue (R1mo1d1, 1946). In anot.her 
study (Fraisse, Chambron, " 01eron, 1954), the constancy of motor rhyt.hl1 
was investigated on five adult.s, 23-50 years old. The subjects were 
tested at six d1..tterent sessions, by means of two morse keys requ1r1ng 
pressures of 125 and 50 gram., respeotively. Intra-individual variability 
was much less than the inter-indl vidual var1ab1l1 ty. Speed of tapping wu 
related to ind1 vidual differences of the subjects more than to the ditter-
entia! exertion required by the two exper:imental tasks. In still another 
study (Mish1ma, 19$1), 28 students aoted as subjeot. in a series of con-
ditions designed. to Masure "mental tempo" in visual and auditory percep-
tion, and in motor responses ot tapping, figure lnotion, walJd.ng and 
drawing. The results indicated a laok of' sex difference, a high correl:l-
tion between the tempo on d1tf'erent days, and an apparent laok of cU. .... 
tracting conditions. In other studies, temporal constanoy has been repor-
ted u a casual observation ot the experimenter (Buytend1jk, 1941). 
In view of' the above mentioned evidence, it seems reasonable to 
conclude that the tempo which an individual spontaneously adopts in per-
torming a particular task can be expected to ramin quite consistent over 
periods of time and 1n sp1te of numerous distracting condit1ons. 
The value of allowing an indi v1dual to vork at his own personal terllPO 
or rhythm has been reoognized by a number of studies on work efficiency. 
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In one study (Sivaden, 19,5>, the author postulates rhythm of m.ovem.enta 
as a fundamental factor in causing nervous fatigue. Each worker has his 
own personal rhythm. and industrial 'WOrk, such as an usembly line, often 
violates this, as to 'both type and t.1ming of motions. Kupka (193) statea 
that every rhythm 1n men's activities indioates their psychological 
adjustment to the 'WOrk in progress. Definite work rhythm lovers initial 
inhi'bi ting effects and those of boredom. With proper rhythmiC action, 
'WOrk becomes easy- and the need for great volitional. effort is decreased. 
Fina.lly, Harding (1932) in studies of the typewriting by trained t.ypists 
of t.wo test words showed that there vas a general tendencY' to torm time 
patterns or rh:ythas out of the key strokea. A positive relation existed. 
between the degree to which this rhythm wu stressed and the subject •• 
capacity for rapid work. The subjects were divided into two groups, those 
who quickly' established a olear rhythmic pattern in their t.yping, and 
those who did not. The former group, who established olear rhythmic 
patterna, typed approximateq 13 per cent fast.er than did the latter 
group. 
'l'here is alao some evidence of const.ant temporal units in an1mal 
behavior as reported by Sohaefer (19)9). Conrad, S1draan, and Hermstein 
(19,8) t.rained f1 ve rat.e and a rhesus mDnkflJ" to apace their Nsponee. at. 
least 20 seconds apart.. Tbey NpOrted that over a wide range of depri-
vations, little change in performance vas noted. 
Finall;r, there is some evid.ence that a. lack of oonsistency in 
individuals' personal tempo may be euggest.1ve of more generalized 
10 
personality disorganisation. One 1nvestigator1 reported that his per-
sonal observation indicated that those subjects whose personal tempo was 
most. vari"lhle appeared to have more undesirable personality characteris-
tics than those subjects whose persona.l tempo was consistent. Another 
author (M'ishima, 19,1) concluded that personal tempo showed a high con-
stancy except in 8CIIJle subjects who had other signs of behavior disorder. 
This allthor suggested that measu.renumt of mental tempo .might be useful 
in clinical e:xamina.t1on. In one formalized study (Gator, 19)4), the 
tapping and counting rates and the choices ot "agreeable" metronome rates 
of 53 normals were compared to 223 psychotic subjects. The psychot.1c 
subjects included U psyehiatric classifications with schizophrenics and 
epileptics having the largest representation. It was found that large 
varia.bility was characteristic of patholoi7. Epileptics were also found. 
to tap at a faster rate than normals. In another study, Shakow and 
Huston (1949) found that, alt.l-tough sch1l1ophren1ca' mean rate ot tapping 
was not eignificantly different trom that ot nonnals, their average 
reaction time was s1gnifi.cantly slo",er than that ot nomals. 
There 1s ona lIore area of tanpora.l behavior which should. be die-
cussed, and that 1s the area or rhythmic structures, since one aspect ot 
this study shall deal with the temporal structures or certain volunta.ry' 
mots. The experiencing of rhythrUc patterns appears to be a phenomenon 
otten employing several sense moda11 ties and is probably peculiar to 
~ld1, H. J. A. Personal commun1cation. 19>9. 
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hl.l'l1alls (Ruckll'l1ck, 1945). The experience is grounded in time, and in order 
to be complete requires more than one red.! tion of a unit measure as a 
stimulating patt.ern. One ot the essential characteristics of rhythm 1s 
the tendency to group separate 1 tams of experience into un! tary wholes, 
thus enabling the individual to make order out of chaos and monotony. 
Thus, studies of rhythm would appear to reflect a Gestalt approach to 
temporal behavior, a1nee by definition "the perception of rhythm arises 
with the organization in groupe of successive discrete st1ll1ul1" (Fraisae, 
1954, p. 39). 
O. de Montpelier (1946) has suggested that ths.'e are in berut;~.Lo" 
nat.ural rhythmic tendencies governed bY' Ngul.ar laws. Fraisse (1946, 
1956), on the baa1s of a naher of studies, reports that this hypothesis 
appears to be cont1.rmed. ae report. that. imposed rhythms correspcmd:l.ng 
closel¥ to preferred, spontaneous structures are JIOre accurateq repro-
duced, others tending to be us1m11ated to these structures. 'fbis suggests 
that evar.y individual mq have within h1II8elt a rather Cr)"StalizM ten-
dency to respond 1n terms of a character1st1c, partioular temporal tr .... 
work, th1s temporal framework mq be quite resistant to change or altera-
tion. Another interesting conclusion by Fraiss. (1946; 1956) '.E that the 
interval separating a sequence ot rhythmic units 1s a segregating tram.e-
work rather than the ground tor the rhythla10 units. Furtbe1'BlOre, the 
interval appears to be unafteoted by oertain changes 1n the rhythm1c 
units. These results appear to be oonsistent with certain results obt..AinArl 
bY'Rimoldi and Cabanslei (1961) 1n a stlldy utiiliing the tapping ot 
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patterns of dots as a mea.sure ot personal tempo. The subjects were 
presented with carda on which weN printed pa.tterns ot either 2, 3, 4, 
5, or 6 dota and asked to tap theae patterns on a telegraph key in their 
most natural congenial manner. Their performance was recorded on a tape 
moving at a constant rate ot speed. The subjec t.s were asked to tap each 
pattern tor a short period ot tilIe and. the average time required to tap 
each pattern vas computed. Measures ot variability for each dot pattern 
were alao determined. The results indicated a very high intra-test con-
sistency for all ot the patterns. In addition, 1t was tound that the 
amount of time required to tap the patterns of 2, 3, 4, S, and 6 dots 
was related as a "straight line" function. In other words, then was a 
linear 1ncrea.. 1n t1JIe required to tap a pattern which had one more dot 
than a previous pattern. However, the amount of time vhich elapsed 
between each sucoessi ve tapping of a particular pattern was not s1gnifi-
cantly' eftected. by the n\IUber of dots in that particular pattern. In 
other words, the t1Jg 1nterval between each successive tapping ot two 
dota was not sign1f1cantly d1tterent than the t1me 1nterval between each 
successive tapping ot 3, 4, 5, or 6 dots. These time intervals remained 
constant. It would appear that the COnsistency ot the intervals between 
the d1fterent patterns ot dot. 1181' reflect the 8ame process which account. 
for the similarity in intervals between different rhythmic un1 ts reported 
by Fraisee (1946 J 1956). 
In el8tltll7, it would appear that the evidence c1 ted indicates that 
personal t.empo 1s a stable characteristic which is qui to resistant to 
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change, and mq reflect very basic processes wi thin the total personali t.y. 
No attempt allall be made to give a comprehensive review of literat1ll'8 
of the drugs utilized in thia studT. The emphasis shall be upon tho .. 
studies which cast light upon the llOde site of action of the drugs and 
the side effects; however, some mention &ball be made of the therapeutic 
uses of the drugs. 
DeDdr1ne Sulfate is dextro-Ulphetam1ne sullate (S. K. F.). It 1. 
primBl"113 a central nervous system st1JBulant, and its profound selective 
action on the central narvciua system i8 ita outstanding characteristic. 
In man, the central nervous system activity of dexedr1ne is apparent even 
with emall oral doses (Alles, 1939). A comparison with closely related 
benzedrine showed t..bat, while the peripheral effects of the two ,.lgenta 
remain equal, the cent.l"al nervous sTstem activity of dexedrin. is ~} to 2 
time" as pronounced (All.a, 1939). The exact mode of action of c:iuedr1ne 
is not yet completelT understood. Mann and Quarte1 (Uba) suggest that 
the basic mechani_ ot dexedrine i" a result of its abill ty to ilu'11b1 t 
the enzyme, amine ondose. This enzyme orc1inaril¥ acta on certa1n amines 
in the brain to torm aldehydes which depress brain respiration. There-
tore, the authors hypothea1ze that since dexedrine "inh1bi ts amine ox1doae, 
it might theoretical.ly reduce the 8Ilount of aldehydes tormed and thus 
allow an increased respiration rate and, thereby, an increased central 
activity" (Mann &: Quartel, 1940, p. 418). 
The principal ai te of action of dexed.r1ne appears to be the higher 
centers of the brain. Evidence of this is suggested by its etfect upon 
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decaberate rigidity. Deceberate rigidity is thought to be due to loss of 
inhibitor.! powers by the cortex, which controls the tone of neck and llm.b 
muscles. Dexedrine counteracts this condition (Mallng & Acheson, 1938). 
Studies relating to the anti-appetite effect of dexedrine (IiU'Tis, Ivy, 
& Searle, 1941) also indica.te a. central site of action, possibly the cere-
brum, the hypothalmus, or both. 
The side effects and toxicity ot dexedrine are minimal. In a.n:1m.al 
tests the minimal lethal dose ot dexedr1ne was tound to be 80 times the 
dose required to obtain central nervoue syster.1 stfeets (Brown, 1947). 
other investigators (Ehrich" lrumbhan, 1938) have put the dose as high u 
100 to 1,000 times the therapeutic dose. 
In high dosage, dexedrine may cause an appreciable rise in blood 
pressure persieting tor several hours. Theretore, it should beu~Gd care-
tully for persons with hypertension, coronary disease, or other cardiac 
conditions. Furthermore, since dexedrine is a stimulant it is counter-
indicated in cases of 1nd1viduala with great excitability or manic ten-
dencies. 
The following 1s a list of some of the situations in which dexedrine 
has been utilized therapeutically. Dexedrine helps control appetite and 
thus has been effecti va in weight control. Dexedrine has been widely used. 
as an anti-depressant. Although initially used only by payehia.triste, it. 
use has been increa.singly adopted by general practitioners who recognize 
depression 8.S the ma.jor, although usually unstated, complaint in patients 
wi t.h the follcw1ng symptoms. vague distress without apparent organic 
cause, constan~ tiredness, nervousnoss, and difficulty in sleeping 
(Brown, 1947). Dexedrine has been effective in treat.ing alcohollam, 
especiallJ" acute alcohol1c episode., by acting as a direct an~ag0n18t to 
the central nervous syetem depressant effects produced. by alcohol. Fin-
al.l¥, dexedrine haa proven useful in helplng to relleve some of t.he symp-
toms of drug add! tion. 
Mt1town is one of a number ot meprobalilate compounds which have been 
synthesized. M11town 1s a tranquilizer which acts primar1ly as a muacle 
relaxant. It appears to have a marked blocldng act10n on interneurone. 
This can be demonstrated at the level ot the spinal cord by allOwing that 
the knee jerk, which is a reflex arc with no interneurona, 1s pract1call¥ 
unaffected by the drug; while the flemr reflex and the crossed extensor 
reflex, wh1ch have one or more 1nterneurone interposed between the affer-
ent and efferent 11mbs ot the arc, are decreased or abollsileci (Abdul1an, 
Martin, & Unna, 1957 J Abdul1an .t &1., 19>9). However, the most strik1ng 
property of M11town is its selective action on the t.hal.amua. Eleotrical 
reco.rd1ngs taken from the thalamus shOll that Miltown, even 1n lDw doses, 
produces a slowing ot activit.y and an increase 10 voltage. S1multaneoua 
recordings taken froro the oerebral oortex and other subcortioal etnwtttrea 
are not effeoted in any vq (Hendley, lqnea, & Berger, 19$5). In general, 
the primary site of action ot M11town appears t.o be the anterior horn 
oeUs of the spinal cord and thalanus. 
Serious aide effects have rarely' occurred fol.1ow1Dg the adodn1atrat.1on 
of M11town. The moat oommon side effect appears to be a feeling of 
drowsiness. 
The only serious side effect reported after administration of Miltown 
has been the rare occurrence of allergic reactions (Bernstein & K).Qtz, 
1958) • This is 100st otten a mild reaction characterized by an i toby rash. 
The effects ot excessive conauraption ot aloohol may be increased by 
Miltown, therefore caution in administration should be exercised with 
individuals prone to excessive dr1nld.ng. 
Final.lT, dependence upon the drug haa resulted from the continued 
absorption of large doses, and sudden deprivation haa b",en known to preci-
pitate withdrawal symptoms. Unsucoessful suicide attempts wit.'l M11tovn 
have produoed ccaa, shook, vasomotor disturbances, and respiratory col-
lap.e, although deaths fol.lov1ng suicide attempt.. are extrane~ rare 
(Da:ris, Sh~, & Bloom, 1959). However, in general, the side effects 
produced by infrequent absorption or emall doHS have been rare and mini-
mal. 
M11town has been proven to have therapeutic value primarily in the 
relief of anxiety and tension states (Borras, 195.51 Diokel, Wood, 8£ 
Dixon, 19.57). However, it baa been of value in treating behavior dis-
orders (Baird, 1959) and as adjunct! ve therapy when anx1et,. Ilay be .. 
oausative or otherwise disturbing factor, such as in heart disease or 
surgery (Eger Ie Keasling, 19$9). Miltovn haa also been effective aa a 
muscle relaxant in certain neurological condi tiona such a.s cerebral palsy 
(carter, 19.58). Finally, M11town has been utilised as an ant.iconvulsant 
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agent in trea.ting petit mal epilepsy; however, it has not proven valuable 
in curbing grand mal seizures. 
CHAPTER III 
:hper1mental Setting 
Since th1a study utilized drugs, it waa absolutely' essential that. it 
be conducted under medical supemsion. Theretore, Dean 5heehan of the 
Loyola Medical School, and. Dr. Jotm Madden, Head or the Department of 
Psychiatr,y, were oontacted, they granted permission to test the subjects 
at Loret.to Hoapi tal. The drugs were administered under the direct auper-
vision or a statt peych1atrist, Dr. John F. Birmurle. 
Subjects 
A tot.al of 14 "nomal" adults were tested (seven males and seven 
{ema.lAte) • Their ages ranged between 22 and 29 yeara of age. The C 1'1 ten. 
tor the selection of subjects were Dimply availabil1ty and wil1.ingnese to 
oooperate. In view of the fact that the type and extent of tho effects 
produced by ditterent drug,.. 1s known to vary. at laaat to a certain e;~t,ent. 
from 1ndiVidllalt.o ind1v1dual, the qaestion of at-..empting to control for 
individual d:i.!'rerences wu deliberated. Ori,1nall)", the examiner had con-
sidered the possibil1ty or pre-te£lting the aubJects with the drugs and 
utilizing independent phyeiological1f1easures, that is, respiration, pulae, 
and blood pressure changes, as oriteria for evaluating the t;1P8 and extent. 
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of individual dii'ferences among the subjec ts. However, in vie;.J of the 
somewha.t limited facilities available to the examiner in the experimental 
setting, suoh a prooedure was not considered feasible. Thereiore, the 
experimental design does not contain any internal controls for individual. 
differences. The implication of this in tems of the interpretaUon of 
the results shall be discusaed fu.rther in the chapter on (;(JNCLUSIOl-lS. 
Independent Variable 
':Cwo dirferent drugs (& stimulant and a tranquilizer) and a placebo, 
all orally administered, cOZllprise the independent variable in this study. 
The drugs and dosages selected were Dexedrine (5 mg.) anti Miltown (400 ma.) 4 
The final decision a.s to the particular drugs and dosagea to be utili ::.ed, 
rested. with the medical consultant, Dr. S1mmerle. The advantagel9 t'f the 
drugs selected are the following. considerable intoNation in the liter ... 
tura regarding pr1lur;y 51 t. of act.ion, and a m1n1mua ot side effecte. 
The elCpeI'1menter tried to procure pUl £Ol'll8 of the tw drugs which 
vere the same or very similar in size, shape, and color but was unaucce .... 
rul. The s1iimulant 1rIU a amall, triangular pill (pink) while the tran-
quilizer was a larger round whi to pill. Th1e potentially could have been 
a source of two uncontrol.led va.r1abl.ea. The first pos.ibil1 ty was that of 
a aubject recognizing one or both ot the piUs as a result of put exper-
ience with them. A casual check W~lS made on this poasib111 ty by asking 
the subjects, after all ot the testing was completed, it they had been 
able to ldent1f'y by •• ana ot JIlON than a gues8, arq of the drugs admini ... 
tered. cnly one of the 14 wbjecte respol'lded 1n the aftimatiYe, etat1J:l& 
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i.hat he had suspected the t.r1Sll6illar pink p111 was a stimulant. beoauae he 
hadt.aken a number of benzedr1.ne pilla in the pa.st, and. t.he two pilla 
wre similar in appea...~a.noe. The other sh.ortcoming which resulted trom 
ditf~ces in ap.,.arance of the two ,j,~s WiiI.S related to the fact. that 
the e:xperiment.er could. eullJr ident.ify the different druga. The.re.foN, 
it. vas impossible to es~lish a "double blind" control in which both 
experimenter and subject were unaware of the partioular drt1g being admin-
istered at any partioular time. When the experiJAenter 111 aware ot the 
part.icular expel":1.mental condition being tested, there 1s always the PO'" 
sibl11 ty that he will 1ndirectq or unconac1oual;y corau.n1cat6 certain 
selective cues to the subject; or that he will unk.ncw1ngly record, or 
Bcore, the data obtained in a eeleoti.e manner which .DUt¥ lavor get.t1.ng 
results which are in accord with certain preconce1ved ideas on his part. 
The on~ way 1n which the experimenter 111 th1. study at1i.el11pt.8d to gward 
against su.ch posai.bil1ties was to oonso1oWll¥ attempt to respond to all. 
of the exper1mental. ccmciitions as objecti'Vel;y u posalba. 
In view of the ditierences in appearance of the t.wo drugs, t.here wa 
one more important point to be considared. It lIlOald have been u.n\tiw to 
select a placebo which Wy siJUlar in appearance to one of the two druga. 
If this would have been done, there wou.ld have bMn a pous1b111t.;y of some 
subject. surm1G.Ili tbat they were receiving the same drug twice. Thus, 1t 
is conceivable tha:.t. au.bl1m1nal paycholog1cal factors might havG DecOille 
operative, th·s.t i~. SU6&t;US'UOl'l, vhicr.would have i.ncreued. tile aLUl.ar:i.t;y 
of resulta obtained a.t'ter administra.tion or the placebo and. tbe drug 
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which 1. t resembled. Theretore, the placebO selected was ditferent in 
size and color from the two drugs. 
Dependent Variable 
the measures ot personal tempo, priJn.arilJ" pS",{Cho-motor tacke, c0m-
prise the dependent variable. The tasks included in this st.udy are the 
followirlg. 
(1) Tapping patterns of dots: 1>]hite cards on which were printed 
different patterns of dots were presented to the subjects one at a time. 
'rhe subjects were nsked to t;~;; these pattc):'>:lS on a telegraph key. Each 
depression of the telegraph key recorded a mark on a tape I110Ying a.t a 
constant ;jpeed (10 mm../seo.). Therefore, a spatial representation of a 
remporal p1lttern vaa obtained. 
After a abort "Warraillg up" period to acqua1nt the subject with 
the apparatus and procedure, he was told to tap each pattern, and to 
continue tapping until told to stop. A continuous record vu obtained. 
of ten successive "tappings" ot each pattern of dots. The patterns of 
dots utilized were the tolJ.ow1ng. 
• • 
• • • 
• • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • • 
The tift patterns of dots \-Jere prc;;;~nted to ill subjects in 
at'lc{,m3int; order .. i.e., two dots, three dots .. etc. 
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(2) Rea.ding Selence. The eubJeots were asked to read silently tlWl 
a General Psychology book (Introduction ~ PSlchOlojY. E. R. Hllgard). 
At the end ot one minute they were told to step, and indioa.te to the 
exam.1ner the lut word they had read. 
() Readins Literature. The same 1nattruetiona and conditions u 
above. The book used was The Adventures ot Slier lock Holmes by Sir Arthur 
- _ ....... --
Conan Doyle. 
(4) Mald.ng cirolee nth t.he dominant hand: The eubjllCts were told 
to make circles with the dominant hand, and to continue making than until 
told to stop. The examiner did not spooUy any desired lSize. t.his wu 
left to the discretion of the subjects. The tim .• l1mit for t.his activity 
was .30 seconds. 
(S) Mald.ng IlqUares wi t.h the dclid.nant band I The saut: inatructiona 
aHa conditions aa above (ct. rule 14). 
(6) Maldng circles with the non-dominant hand: The same instruc-
tions and conditions as above (cr. Task #4). 
(7) Making squ.nres with "the non-dominant h.'l.nd. The same instruc-
tions and oorlfdtions as aboVe (cf. Task ff4). 
(8) Swinging the riiJlt anT.: The subjects were told to swi~ their 
rit~rt aI"lJlS back and rorth, and to continW'J <loins 50 untJ.l told to atop. 
The ex.am1ner did not specify how far in eacb direction the subJeot va 
to swing his ann) this was lett to the discret10n or the subJects. The 
exam.1ner counted t.be nUJllber or swings whi.Ch the subject completed in j() 
seoonds. 
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(9) SWinging the lett aNa The s.e instructions and conditions aa 
above (cr. Task D8). 
(10) Swinging bot.h ams s1multaneoua13' The sao instructions and 
(;Ond1.t:1.OO8 as above (cf. Task ,98). 
(ll) Swin,g1ng right legl The &aftle 1.nst.ruetioIU> and condit.ions all 
above (ef. Task 18). 
(12) 3ving1ng lett leg: The sam. instruction/'; and cond1t,ions u 
above (cf. 'rask h!8). 
For all the teata. the only 1nat.nctiona \lere to paz-tom the t.uk 
flin your most natural. congenial runner-. II 10 mention ot speed waa made. 
and the rate ot responding was lett coapletel¥ up to the subject. 
Instructions to the SubJecta 
Allot the subjects were told that they would be &lIked to pertol'Jl 
oertain tasks before and atter the administration of a. drug. ot course, 
none of the subjeots were told what drug theY" were receiving at anv par-
ticular time until al.l th9 W~t·1ne was oOll'l?leted. ~fu1le wtdting to be 
retested the subjects were uked to 81 t in a separate room. 
Testing ProceduN 
All subjects were tested under all three conditional before and 
atter administration of the stimulant, tranquilizer, and placebo. There-
tore, thoy served as their own controls 1n this Napect. c.auy one con-
dition WfUJ t.&ated on &n7 one given day. 1n at,tempt was made to complete 
all three cond1 tions wi t.h1n as short a period as possible. However, 
the limited ava1labil1 ty ot the subjects introduced a cert.a:i.n amount. ot 
variability. The ehortest interval was tour da,ys, and t.he longfjst, 22 
days with a mean ot approxL.-nat.el3' 11 day •• 
All subjects were required to execute the test.. of personal tempO 
three times tor each ot the three condition. (i.e., stimulant, tranQu1l1aer 
and pl.&cebo). The subjects were tested prior to the administration of the 
2 drug or placebo, and were retested at intervala ot one and two hours 
after the dru& or placebo wu taken. Theretore, all the tests ot personal 
tempo (except the read1ng testa) were Mndn1st.ered nine times tor all 
aubjects, t.lu'ee times tor each condition. The test.s ot reading were an 
exception. It was relt that slnce the subject was asked to re-read the 
ssme pusage there might be too much tranater if the reading tests were 
repeated twice alter the administration of the independent. variable. 
Theretore, t."le two tests of reading were conducted onl¥ twice, before the 
administration of the independent var1able, and two hours afterward. 
At thia point it seems advisable to establlsh a qat. ot abbrevia-
tions and subscripts ln order to s1mplify further diaouaaion of the three 
experimental conditions (l.e., stimulant, tranquiliz.er, placebo) and the 
three separate testings tor each cOndition (one betore administration of 
the independent variable, and two afterward). The toll.ow1ng abbreviat10na 
2Intervala of one and two hove after administrat10n of the drug 
were chosen beca.use conaulta.t.i.on with Dr. B:1.Iaerle indicated that, gener-
al.lT, the eftecta of both drugs can be apaeUd to be optimal during thia 
period. 
shall be utilized. 
5t • stimulant 
T • tranquil1zer 
P • placebo 
The tollov1.ng subscripts shall aleo be anployed: 
2S 
I • first teeting, prior to adm1n1stra.t1on ot the 1ndepend.ent 
variable 
II • eeoond testing, atter an interval of one hour 
III • third testing, attar an 1nt.enal ot two houra 









It.,. to Abbreviations and Subacripta 
Test1nge 
I. Prior to III C»e Hour 
AdrId.n1stration After Admin1e-
ot Independent tratioD of 
Variable Independent 
Variable 
St 1 3t II 
T 1 T II 
PI P II 








Since the aame aubJects were tested under all t.hree oOnditiona, it 
was considered necessary to oontrol tor po_Bible polJitional ettects. In 
other words, 1£ all subjeots were tested under oondit.1on St first, condi-
tion T second, and condition P third, the result 1IIOuld. have been that 
each subject would have already executed the tempo taeks three times prior 
to being tested under condi Uon T. and s1x t1mes prior to being tested 
under oondition P. In order to control tor thia, t.b.4t order in which each 
COndition was tested vu rota.ted. Table 2 8url1Dlarl •• s the order in which 
each of the three oondi t10na wu tested tor the 14 subjects. 
Table 2 
Sequence of Test Cond1 tiona 
sequence 
COnd:1 t.ion 
let 2nd 3rd 
Se.sion SU.lon Bes810n 
st S subject. S subjects " subjects 
T S subjects 4 aubjeots S INbjecte 
p 
" aubJecta 5 subject.. 5 .ubjecta 
Recording of \he Heaaurea of Personal T.apo 
For all ~ the tests ot pereonal tempo (excfJPt the tapp1nt; of dot 
patterna) the aea.aure of personal taIpo which was util1a.-d tor compari.aon 
and at.aUat1oal BI'lAl.7e1' vas the mabel' of t.1aea a oerta1n .cUOD .. 
performed in a gi'Ven period of time. 'the tol.l..ow1ng l1ating exempU1'1e. 
the apec1t1c meaau.res emplo78d. 
(1) Reading aclenoe-nlXllber ot words read in 1 aa1nute 
(2) Reading novel-number of words read in 1 lIdm1te 
(3) Mald.ng circles wi til right hand-number of oircles drawn in 
30 seoonda 
(4) Making circles with lett hand.--mmtber of circles drawn in 
JOseconda 
($) Mald.ng squares 14th rit;ht hand-nl.ftber of squares draw in 
30 aeoonda 
(6) Making squares ld.th lett hlllld--number of squares drawn in 
30 "conda 
(7) SWinging right arm-number of ewings in 30 HCOnde 
(8) S1d.ng1ng lett a.m.-maber of n1nga in 30 seconda 
(9) SW1.ng1ng both a:tms a1multazwous13-nUIIDber of ewinga 1n 
30 88COnd.&I 
(10) ~'\dnging right. le;-nu1Iiber of n1ngs in » •• conde 
( ll) SW1ng1n8 left, leg-nta'ber of swings in 30 seconds 
The meuures of tapping were treated 1n a more complex manner. As 
stated prerlouaq, the record obta1ned, 1s a spatial traneformat.ion of a 
temporal sequence. A ruler calibrated in m11llmetera vas used to measure 
the distance between the first and lut dDt of each of the te...'1. success1 ve 
"tappings" of each pattern. Furthermore. the interval.s between each of 
the ten SUCC888ive "tappings" tor every pattern were also meuu.red. The 
dist.ance between the first and lut dot of art:! particular group of dot.e 
was called the Musical (M) period and the distance of the interval between 
an::! two groups of dots was called t.he Silence (S) period. The follow1l1& 
are some examples of the manner in which the records wre measured. 
~ 
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Sino. the subJect. tapped each pattern ten times, the mean eooNa 
tor trrery M and 8 period of all the dot patterns va. detemined. tor fIf'IIVT 
subject. Therefora, it vu the mean scores tor eV8r1' eubject vh10h wen 
uUl1sed tor COlIpariaon and st.atist.1cal pu.rpoaetl u the measures ot per-
sonal taIpo tor the tapping wet. 
CHAPTER IV 
aESULTS 
The fil·st step 1n the treatment of the Naulta wu the computation 
of the Mean val.uGs of all the MQa1cal and Silence periods for t.he tapping 
test. This vas necessary since the oubJect.s tapped each patt.ern ten 
tim •• during each testing Moion. Therefore, it was the mean soores for 
every subject which WfU"S util1~ed for cow.parison and stat.1stical purpo ••• 
as meaaures of personal t..po tor the t.apping test. The next. 8tep 'Wu to 
determine t.he rteano£ the Means for the M and S periods for all the sub-
jects (see Tables) and 4). These values were d.Gr1ved tor the three 
testing. under each of the three conditions. Thi. operatJ.on wu perfomecl 
in order to obt.ain an average value of the it and S periods which could be 
plotted" and thus, represented graphically (aee Figures 1, 2, J, 4, S, 6). 
Examination ot the .. graphical represent.ationa indioates to-hat the aaount. 
ot t.iM required to tap patterns of 2, 3, 4, S, and. 6 dota increases as a 
linear increaae in time required to tap • dot pattern whien has one more 
dot than a previOUS pattern. However, the intenala (the Silence periods) 
between the success1 ve Ittappings" of the dot patterns ranain relati"13 
constant under all experimental conditions in:'tlurpective of the partJ.cu.lar 
patterns (2, 3, 4, S, or 6 dota) tapped. TheM result.s are cODlliatent 
with those reported in a prev10ua study (RiIlold1 '" Cabansk1, 1961). 
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Table 3 
The Mean of the Meane(¥ )tor the Values of Patterns 
M2 through M6 tor Each of the Three Testinge 
under Each of the Three Conditione 
Condition Testing M3 
l8t 3.69 6.99 10.36 lh.48 
stimulant 2nd • 3.57 6.97 10.56 lh.64 
.3rd 3.46 6.95· 10.52 lh.57 
let 3.42 6.36 9.51 13.27 
Tranquilizer 2nd 3.76 7.29 1l.$4 15.41 
3rd. J 4.13 8.05 12.75 17.56 
1st 3.41 7.08 10.40 14.39 
Placebo 2nd 3.78 7.62 1l.2$ 15.09 












The Mean of the Meanl!{¥) for the Values of Intervals 
S2 through 56 tor Each of the l~e Testing8 
under Eaoh of the Three Condi tiona 
Condition Testing S2 8, Ss 
lat 7.46 7.51 7.69 8.12 
stimulant 2nd 7.'!IJ 1.1.6 7.67 7.94 
3rd 1.llJ 1.41 1.91 8.18 
lat 1.19 7.21 1.69 7.97 
Tranquilizer 2nd. 8.56 5.47 9.05 9.11 
3rd 9.19 9.1O 9.42 9.62 
lat 7.22 7.31 7.37 7.84 
Placebo 2nd B.ll 8.08 8.S1 8.60 













-- 1ndicatAs let test 
- - - indioatAs 2nd teat 
,"- ·--1nd1cate. 3rd test 
Fig. 1. Graphical representation ot t.he •• an ot t.he _ana 
tor the values or patterns Ma through ~ tor the t.hree testings ot 
the et1mulant condi Uon. 
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--- indicates 1st test 
- - - indic!1tea 2nd test 
. . .. _.. indicates 3rd test 
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Fig. 2. Graphical repreaentation of the Mean ot Means tor 
the values ot Intervala S2 through 56 tor the thre. tes1i1rl&s of 
the st.imulant cond1 tion. 
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--1nd1cates let test 
-- - -1nd1cat.es 2nd test 
........ indica.te. )rd teat. 
P1g. l. Graphical representation ot the Mean ot the Means 
tor t..he values ot Patterns M:a through "6 tor the three testing. of 
the tranquilizer condition. 
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-- indica.tes 1st test 
- - - - indica.tes 2nd test 
. -... - - indicates .3rd test 
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F1g. 4. Graphioal representation of the 14ean of the Meana 
for the valuu of Intervals 82 t.hrough 86 for the three testing. 


















--indicates lst test 
- - - 1nd1cates 2nd test 
••.•. indicates )rd test 
Fig. S. Graphical representation ot the Mean ot the Mesne 
tor the values ot Patterns :~ through H6 tor the three testing ot 
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__ 1nd.1cates lat. test 
- - - indic.tea 2nd test, 
. . . . . . . indicates Jrd test. 
Fig. 6. Graph1eal repres&ntat.1on ot the Kean of the t4eana 
for the values of Intervals S2 through S 6 tor the three t.est,ing8 
of the placebo condi t.ion. 
In order to test the major hypothesis, that the drugs wo\lld tv:>t have 
a significant effect upon the consistency of personal tempo, a cow~arison 
was made of the differences between the first tasting (pre-drug) and the 
second and third testings (one and two hours attAr administration of the 
drug or placebo) under each of the three cond1.t1ona. The method of 
anal;rs1s utilized was a Two-Way Classification .A.nalyai8 ot Variance. 
The data ware divided into five aajor groups. The first gl'OUP 
included the fift Mwdcal periods, the 8~Ond group, the fiYe Silence 
periods, the third group, the two t,lta+.9 ?t readingl the fO"'<1l'th group, 
the writing of circles and squares with the right and left hands, and the 
tifth group, the sw1nging of arms and legs. 
Tables S, 6, and 7 list the results of the analyai8 of variance of 
the Musical periods for the three tests under the three cond! tiona. The 
variance estimates tor the collllm8 indicate differences among the differ-
ent dot patterns. The variance estimatea tor the row. indicate differ-
ence. among the three testings for each condition. baJrdnat.1on of these 
tables reveala that the F ratios ot the columns are sign1f1cant beyond 
the .01 level of confidence tor all three condi tiona. This simply 
reflects the differences in time required to tap patterns of 2, 3, 4, S, 
and 6 dots. E.xaminatlon of the variance estimates of the rows reveals 
no significant differences for the stimulant and placebo conditions 
(aee Tables, and 1); however, there 15 a signiticant F ratio (.0, level 
of confidence) for the rows of the tranctuilizer condition (Table 6). This 
lnd1.cates a significant slowing down in the Mwlic&l patterns, after the 
39 
Table S 
1nal,ysi, of Variance of Patterns Ma through M6 
tor the Stimulant Condition 
MeanSUDl Degrees of Variance F 
of Squaree Freed<D Estimates Ratio 
Rowe 
(lat, 2nd, Jrd Testing) .64 2 .32 .02 
Columna 
(P. T. 'ruke) ,741.90 4 1435.WJ 99.89* 
Interaction 3.67 8 .46 .0) 
~1j.th.1n Sets Variance 2802.77 195 14.37 
* Slgn1t1cant at .01 level. 
Table 6 
.AnaJ.ysia ot Variance of Patterns ¥sa through M6 
tor the Tranquilizer Condi tiOD 
MeanS\II Degree. of 
ot Squares 
Rowa 
(let, 2nd, .3rd Testing) 296.92 
Columna 
(1'. 1'. Taska) 6479.29 
Interaction 79.84 
ltith1n Sats Variance 1040.46 
* Sig.n1t1cant at .05 j~l. 



















Analya1e of Var1ance of Pat.terns ~ t.hJ'ougb "6 
tor thAt Placebo Condit1on 
MeanS\W Degreea of Variance F 
of Square. Freedcm Eatj,a&tee Ratio 
RoW'll 
(lat., 2nd, .3rd Testing) 22.82 2 U.41 .31 
Columns (F. T. Tasks) 6030.77 4 lS07.69 41.32-
Interaction 4.,9 6 .,7 .01 
Within Set. Variance 7114.78 19> 36.49 
.. Significant at .01 level. 
administra.tion ot the tranquilizer. This slowing down of the two testing. 
after the administration of the tranquilizer can be verified 'by inspec-
tion of the three curves depicted in Figure J. 
Tables 8, 9, and 10 list the results of the analyses ot variance of 
the Silence periods. The variance estimates for the col\l'lmS indicate 
differences among the Silence periods for the different dot patterns. The 
variance estimates for the rowe 1nd1cate the d1.t'ferencea among the three 
tastings for each condition. Tables 8, 9, and 10 reveal that the F rat1.o1 
for the colllllUl8 were not Gigru.iioant. in any of the t.hree conditions. 
Thel"efore, this corroborates the conclusions dra.wn tl"Olfl inspection ot 
FigUl"'eS 2, 4, and 6, name~ trlat. the intervw bet.well any two weoe881". 
"tappings" of dot patterns remain relaU vel¥ constant under aJ..1. experi-
mental conditions 11"reepective of the particular patterns tat?iJoo. 
Just as WM obsernd in the anaJ.yses of the Musical patterns, the 
only significant F ratio among the rows wu under the tranquilizer con-
dition (Table 9). Therefore, there waa also a eign1f1cant slowing down 
(.01 level of confidence) in the intervals between the tapping of dot 
patterns after the tranquilizer was awtird.stered. This" slowing down" ot 
the Silence periods is depicted graphicall¥ by the three curves in 
Figure 4. 
Tables il, 12, and 13 8\Rmarize the re:su.lt.s of too anal.yses of 
variance of the two read:1.ng tests. r;xamination of these tables reveal.tJ 
no significant F ratios for either the colum.ns or the row under any ot 
the conditions. This indicates, somewhat surpr18ingq, that there were 
Table 8 
Analysis of Variance of Intervals !:'''2 through 56 
tor the Stimulant Condition 
M0>W. ~}w DegNes or Variance 
ot Squa.res F~ Eat.1maw8 
iw-w 
(1st. 2nd. 3l"d Te.ting) 2.98 2 1.49 
COlumna 
(!'. T. Tuks) 24.18 4 6.OS 
Interaction 1.15 8 .14 








Analysis of Va..""i&l'lCe of Intervals $2 through ~6 
tOl· tho Tranquilizer Condition 
Me...-m Sum. DGGl'6es of Vllrianee 
of Squares FreedCIm Eat..1mates 
Rows 
(1st, 2nd, )rd 'i'eating) 11).95 2 $6 .. 98 
Columns 
(P. 'I'. Tasks) 19.37 4. 4 ... 84 
Interaction .18 8 .02 
within Seta Variance 2ll1.Uo 19> 10.86 
..... 






Anal,ye1s of Variance of Intervals S2 t.hrough $6 
tor tne Placebo Condition 
Mean Sum Degree. of Varianoe 
of Squares PreedaD Eet1matea 
Rove 
(lat, 2nd, )rd Testing) 26.93 2 13.41 
Co1U1Dll8 
(P. T. Tasks) 24.69 4 6.17 
Interaction 1.38 8 .17 









Analysis of Variance of ~he Reading Tests 
tor the Stimulant Condition 
Mean Sum Degrees of Variance F 
of Squares FNedom 3st.1mates Ratio 
Rows 
(1st &: 2nd 'resting) $166.64 1 'J.68.64 .1&4 
Columns 
(P. T. Tuks) 42l3O.28 1 42130.28 3.,9 
Interaction 114.29 1 ll4.29 .01 
\,1i thin Sets 
Variance 61OS24.12 S2 11140.86 
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'.I.'a.ble 12 
Analyaia 0:1' Variance ot the 'te~ Teats 
for the 'l'ra.."lquillzer Condit.ion 
Hean SUl'I'l Degrees of Varianoe '11' 
of Squares Freedom Zst1mat08 Ra.tio 
}~ow 
(1st 8& 2nd Testing) l607.14 1 l/.()1.14 .13 
Columns 
(P. T. Tasks) 36925.78 1 36925.78 3.02 
Interaction 686.01 1 686.01 .01 
\,1i thin Sets 
Variance 6)6117.57 52 12245.72 
Rows 
Table 13 
Analya1a of Variance or the H.eading Tests 
for the Placebo Condi Uon 
Mean Sum Degrees of Variance 
ot Squares FreedoRl E.sUmates 
(ut &: 2nd Testing) 157,.16 1 1$7,.1.6 
Co1-.na 
(? T. TlUke) 6110.16 1 6710.1.6 
Int.eraction 4.02 1 4.02 
Within &Its 







no significant differences between speed of reading science and liter .. 
ture (Table. 11, 12, and 13; Columns). Fu..--thermore, thers were no signi-
ficant differences between speed of reading before and aftar administra-
tion of any ot the drugs or placebo (Tables 11, 12, and 13; 10W8). This 
is even more SUl'prising in view of the fact that the subjects re-read 
the sane passages after administration of the dr'u,gs, and one might. have 
expected the learning fact.or to contribute to an increased reading speed. 
Table. 14, lSI and 16 list the variance estimates for the tollOld.ng 
taaks. circles, right hand, squares, right. hand. c:1rcles, lett hand; 
squares, left hand. These tour tasks were cOinbined under a single ~­
sis of va.ri~nee ~cause they all have been reported to have hif;h inter-
correlations as evidenced by high loadings in the same primary factor 
(tttmold1, 1951). The F ratio8 for the columns Wlder all three conditione 
are signU'1cant beYOM the .01 level of confidence. This sU:'lply indicate8 
t.l1e tact that, w1thin a given period of time, there are marked difference. 
among the maber of circles and squares made with the right and left 
hMds. The F ratios tor the rows of tha tranquilizer and placebo condi-
tions are not significant (Tables 15 and 16h however, the F ratios tor 
the ran of the stimulant condition (Table 14) is aign1ficant beyond the 
.') level of confidence. This reflects a significant speeding up in the 
number of circles and squares that the subjects e.xacuted after the admin-
istration of the st~~ulant. 
Tables 17, 18. and 19 slDl'Ilarize the results of the analyses ot 
variance of the tasks involving the swinging of the anns and legs. These 
Table 14 
Analysis of Variance of the ·Circles and Squares"' Tasks 
tor the Stimulant Condition 
.K8anSum Degrees of 
of Square. 
Rowe 
(1st, 2nd, 3rd Testing) 286.59 
Colutrma 




* Signiticant at .05 lavel. 



















for the Tranquilizer COndition 
KeanSum Degrees of Variance r 
or Squares Freedom Estimates Ratio 
aow 
(lat, 2nd, 3rd Testing) 24.34 2 12.17 .4) 
COl'1RD8 
(P. T. Tasks) 19lb4.08 ) 6)81.)6 226.21-
Interaction 8.70 6 1.45 .OS 
Witl::in seta VariarJCe 4428.86 lS7 28.21 
.. Sign1tlcant at .01 level. 
$2 
Table 16 
~s of Variance of the "Oircles and Squareslt Tasks 
tor the Placebo C.ond1tion 
Mean SUm ~"l"Ms of Variance ., 
of Squares Freedom Estiaatea Rat10 
Rove 
(lst, 2nd, )rd Testing) 260.04 2 lJO.02 2.99 
Colunane 
(P. T. Tub) 2)0)1.00 :3 1677.00 176.32* 
Interact10n 27.0 6 4.$ .1 
Wi thin sets Variance 6835.86 157 43.S4 
*.S1gnif1cant at .01 level. 
S) 
Table 17 
Analysis of Variance of the Swinging of .U'ma and Leis Tuks 
tor the Stimulant Condi tiOD 
Mean Sum Degrees of Variance )' 
of Squares Ereedora EatJJr.at.ea Ratio 
Ron 
(lst, 2nd, )rd Teet.i.n8) 13.27 2 6.64 1.61 
Columns 
(F. T. Tuka) l6.19 
" 
4.0$ .98 
Interaction 5.73 8 .72 .11 
i\iti1..1.n sets Variance 80$ • .36 19$ 4.13 
Table 18 
Anal;r81s of Variance of the Swing1n& of ArIu and Lela TulaJ 
tor the Traaqu111aer CondiUon 
MeanS. ~of VU"1aDce ., 
of Squaru lreedca Eatimatea bUG 
Row 
(lst, 2nd, lrd Te.tinl) .88 2 1.92 
COlutIU 
(P. T. Tuke) S.SS ,. 1.39 .61. 
Intel"acUOIl L.59 6 .S1 .2S 
11 thin seta Var1mce W.S.79 19> 2.29 
Table 19 
~ad.. of Variance of the Sv1.n&1ng of Ams and Legs 'tukll 
tor the Plaoebo ConditJ.on 
Mean Suaa Degree, ot Variance i 
ot Square. J'reed.om Est.imatea Rat.1o 
.Rova 
(lat, 2nd, 3rd. Teat1ng) 1.80 2 3.90 1.01 
Columna 
(fl. T. Taka) 4.89 4 1.22 .33 
IntaracUon 3.20 8 .40 .ll 
;.it.l:lin seta Variance 714.S7 19> 3.66 
ss 
tive taka were combined under a aingle ~a11 ot variance because 
they aleo have been reported to have h1gh 1nter-correlations &II ev.1denceci 
by high loadings in the same primary tactor (R1mold1f 19S1). Inspection 
of the.. tables reveals that there are no signU'icant F ratios tor aD1' ot 
the Rows or Col __ • The lack ot significant. ditterence. among the 
COllDn8 .eem8 to indicate that individuals adopt t.he same tempo tor a 
D.uabel- of ditterent large muscle movGl'Aants. Furt.hermoref the aosence of 
a1gniticant F ratios tor the Rows indica," that t,he administ.ration ot 
the drug. and placebo did not sign1ticantl,y ettect the speeds ot the.e 
large muscle aovementa. 
At thia polnt it ie 1D1portant to eXIIIdn.G in more detail t.he a1t;:ni-
ticant slow1ng down of the Mwdcal and Silence perioda which occurred 
after the administration of the tranquilizer, and the significant si..ed1n& 
up of the ttc1l"'C1es and aqu.a.rutt after ~'1e a.dm1n1at.ration of the stimulant. 
It is interestin& t.o note that, in both cues, a s1m1lar (although not 
a1gn1t1cmt) change occurred d"ter the &dldn1st.rllt1on ot the placebo. In 
other words, t.be MWlical and Silence pel"ioda "sloved. up" after the adm1n-
1stra.tion of the placebo as well as (aft.er the adm1n1stration or) the 
tranquilizer. This can be verified by a cOIIparison ot the plot;a Obta.tna4 
tor the trar.\quU1 ... condition (Figures J and 4) and the plots obta.1ned 
tor the placebo oondit1on (F1&ure. S and 6). S1m1lar~, there wu .. 
It~g '!J~~ Qi~ the "e1...""Cl~& and SQuare.- tasbs UDder the placebo con-
dition as well as under the stimulant condition. Hence, this raise ... 
$1 
question ae to lIb.tiler the ohanges observed af'terthe administrat.1on of 
the two drugs can be clearly att.ributed to the effeots of these drugs. 
In order to teat. for this, analyses of variance of the tapping test. were 
performed comparing the first test.ing (pre-drug) of the t.:oanquillHl' con-
dit,ion with the first testing of the placebo oondition (Tables 20 and 21). 
An analysis of var1.ance of tbe "circles and. squares· data vas also per-
famed comparing the first testing of the at1mulant oondit1.on with the 
first testing of the placebo oondition (Table 22). None of the F raUos 
for any of the rows were significant. fh1s 1nd1cates that. the subject. 
tapped tt approx1Ju.tely the .... rate of speed for the 11ft testing ot the 
tranquili.er ~ placebo cOnditions, and made "circles and aqWU"'4as" at 
api,roxlmatel3" the same speed tor the 1st teating of t"he stimulant and 
placebo oondiUona. Tberetore, 1t wu hypothesized. that, since the ellp8r-
imantal situation was the same under ill tJ:u:oee cond1tions except for the 
introduction or dU'ferent independent variable •• it either of the drug. 
produced 81gn1£1cant changes in the rates of personal tenpo, there ahould 
be slgn1tioant dirt.reneGs between the second and th1rd testings ot tbe 
stimulant tmd placebo oonditions, and the tranqu.1liHl" and placebo con-
ditions. In other words, 1n order to eata'bl1ah the tact. that the signi-
fioant ape8U.A.I~ up and. alow1ng down observed in cer\a1.n task. attar the 
adm:i.n18trat1on ot the stimulant or tranquil1zer was due specUl1c~ to 
t.".. effects of the drugs there woalc1 also have to be e1gni.t1oant. d1tfer-
enoes between the rates of personal t.po 'CB'1der the drug oondi tiona and 
similar speeding up and slowing down ot the rates ot personal tempo 
$8 
Table 20 
Oompar1son or the ~1.rst Tasting or the Tranquilizer and Placobo Cond1t.1on 
tor Patterns M2 through 11'16 
-
HaanSum Degrees ot Vari.anoe r 
01 Square. Freeck1R Eat.iaate. Rat.1o 
Rowe 
(Tranquil1ur and. 
Plsoebo Cond1t101l11) 2.3.18 1 23.18 .69 
COlumna 
(P. T. Tasks) 3541.13 4 886.78 2,.64-
Interaction 1.86 4 1.97 .06 
1-11th1n Set. Variance 44,4.96 1» 34.S8 
• S1&n1tlcut at .01 level. 
S9 
Table n 
COmparison of the J'1rat Tut1ng of the Truqu1l1aer and Placebo Cond.1 tioD 
for Int.erYala S, \hl'OUIh 56 
MeanS. Decree- of Variance r 
of Square. i'rMdat Eat1aates Rat10 
Row_ 
(Tnnquil1ur and 
Placebo Condi tiOQ) .04 1 .04 .001 
ColUllll8 
(Jr. T. Tuks) 20.91 4 S.23 .16 
InteracUon .92 4 .2) .0) 
Wi thin Seta Var1anoe 899.S1 130 6.92 
Table 22 
Couapar1eon of the Firat Tut1ng of the St.1aulant and Placebo ConditiOlUl 
tor the "Circle. and Squal"'e8" Taaka 
Meal'lSum Degrees of Variance , 
of SqWU'6. J'1'eedoa Eat.1matee Ratio 
Rows 
(St1Jaulant and 
Placebo ConditiOD8) J5.72 1 lS.72 .44 
ColiJJ1lU 
(F. T. 'luks) lh184.47 1 11.728.16 1)2.22* 
Interaction 2$.49 a.so .2k 
W1t.h1n Seta Var1ance 3719.4.3 lO4 3$.76 
* S1gn1t1cant at .01 lnel. 
observed under the placebo condition. 
Since the subjects t rates of personal tempo were approx:1m.a:tely the 
sae for the first. testing under the at1:tlulant, tranqu1l1aer, and placebo 
oonditions (Tables 20, 21, and 22), it was considered justi.f'1able to 
compare alao the raw scores or the second and third testings of the d1.t-
lerent conditione 1n ord.eJ.'> to determ1ne whether or not there weN s1.gD1. 
tic ant differences aoDg the aou.nta ot change 'toilich took place. Th .... 
tore, anal;r_. of variance were performed coapar1n& the Musical and 
Silence perlods ot the second and third testings ot the tranquilizer 
e<mdi tiOD with the MwI1cal and Silence periods in. the second and t.h1rc1 
testings of the placebo condit10n (Tables 2.3, 24, 2S, and 26). An anall'-
s1s of variance was al80 perfome4 comparing the tlc1roles and squares" 
in the second and thiJ"d testings of the st1mu.lant condition with the 
second and third testing. ot the pL'\Oebo oondition (Tables 27 and 28>-
ExaminaUon of Table. 23, 24, 2S, 26, 27, and 28 rev.ala that none 
of the d1tterencea betwen rowa resulted 1n a a1gn1tioant F ratio. This 
1.ndica.tes that there wre no aigni!1cant d1f'terenees between the speeding 
up and sloidng down observed under the placebo oonditlon and the apeed1ng 
up of the fto1roles and squares" rates observed under the aUmulant. con-
di tion .ann the -sl.ow1ng down" of the tapping rates observed UDder tho 
tranquil1zer condition. 'Iheref"ora, it would seem reasonable to conclude 
that the chan~J. in the rates (If perllOnsl. tempo obtJerved atter the adnd.D-
iatrat10n ot the drugs oannot be clearly' attributed to the direot eftectta 
ot these drugs. These results shall be d1scWlHd .f"urt.her in the chapter 
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Table 23 
Comparison of the Second Testing of the Tranquilizer and Placebo Cond1t10D 
Mean 5wtl Degreu of Variance ., 
of Squares 1l"MdaI Eat1aawa Ratto 
Row 
(Tranquilizer and 
Placebo Condi t.1on) .98 1 .98 .00.3 
Col __ 
(P. T. Tasks) 4l61.SS 4 lO4o.39 3O.S.3* 
Interaction 3.42 4 .86 .00) 
W1th1n sets V8I"1aooe bla7.22 lJO .34.06 
• Significant at .01 level. 
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Table 24 
comparison of the Third Testing of the Tranquilizer and Placebo Condition 
for Patterns ~ through ~ 
HeanSum. Degree. of Variance r 
of Squares Freedoa Estimate. Ratio 
Rows 
(Tranquilizer and. 
Placebo Condi tiona) 60.46 1 60.46 1 • .5.3 
ColUllll8 
(P. 't. Tasks) 4847.93 4 12ll.98 30.74* 
Interaction ll9.60 4 29.90 .76 
Wi thin Set. Variance Sl4o.oS 130 39.)4 
*' Significant at .01 level. 
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Comparison ot the Seeond Teet.ing of the Stimulant and Placebo Cond1t1on 
tor Intorvala 52 throUih 86 
Mean Sum ne"ree8 of 6 Variance , 
of Squares Freedom Estimate. Rat.io 
Rewa 
(stimulant and. 
Placebo Condition) 6.60 1 6.60 .63 
Columna 
(F. T. Tub) 14.42 4 3.61 .34 
Interact10n .29 4 .07 .01 
Within sets Variance 1)64.42 130 la.SO 
table 26 
Canparison of the Third Testi.ng of the St1m\llant and Placebo Condition 
for Intervala S 2 through S 6 
Hean SUm ~ITee. of Va.riance , 
of Squares Freed.oa Estimates Ra.tio 
Rows 
(Stimulant and 
Placebo Conditione) 48.~6 1 48.96 3.20 
Columna 
(1'. 'J:. Taske) 9.72 4 2.34 .16 
Interaction .S9 4 .15 .01 
Wit.h1.n set. Variance 1981.&1 130 lS.29 
6$ 
Table 27 
Comparison of the Second Testing or the Stimulant and Placebo Conditione 
tor the "Circles .'ll'ld Squares" Tuka 
Mean Sum Degr.80t Variance F 
of SqllUflS F'reedoul Est.1ma tell aaUo 
Row 
(stimulant and 
Placebo Conditione) .32 1 .32 .01 
ColU1m8 
(P. T. Tuks) 13395.61 .3 1&46$.20 113.132-
Interaction 33.61 :) 11.20 .29 
Within Sets Variance 4080.14 104 39.23 
* Significant at .01 level. 
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Table 28 
Comparison of the Tl1.1rd. Testing of the St1.n1u1ant and Placebo Conditions 
tor the "Circlea and SquM'e.- Tasks 
Mean Sura Degreu of Va.r1ance F 
of Squares freedal Estimates Ratio 
Ron 
(stimulant and 
Placebo Conditione) 48.89 1 48.89 1.47 
Colt1m8 
(P. T. Taska) 14$30.39 .3 4843.46 14.51~* 
Interaction 4l.26 3 13.1$ .41 
w'1tJ'1in set. Variance 346.)4 lO4 33.)0 
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on CONCLUSIONS. 
Finall¥. it should be noted that none of the Interaction Variances 
were si{rnificant tor ~ ot the tasks under &n,1 of the oonditions. 
CHAP'l'F.R V 
CONCLUSIONS 
It would .e-. but to begin with a restat.-aent ot the major hypothe-
aia. The phyaiologlcal and psychological change. produced by oerta1n 
drugs (stimulants, tranqu11isera) shall have no etrect upon any or the 
operational. measures ot personal tempo util1zed in t.hi. study". In '¥'in 
or the overall result.. obtained 1n this study 1t 1s concluded t.hat the 
null h;ypotheeis aust be accepted. It i. true that there were sign1flcant 
changes in the "circles and .quareSIl t.ulcIJ after the adrdn1at.ra-&ion of 
the., tltimulsnt, and in t,he t.apping tasK.)'; a.f'ter the adrn1rdst.ration of the 
tranqu1liser. HolN'V'er, turt.her investlgat1.on revealed that, in both 
cue., these changes wre not 81gn1t1cantly ,nawr than similar change. 
which occurred attar the adm1niatration of the placebo. Therefore, it 
1s Nuoned that one would not be justified. in concluding that tho .. 
chang •• in personal tempo which did ooeur weN the spec1t1.c reault of \be 
effects of the drugs. 
levertheless, 1 t i. important to attempt to determine the source or 
sources of those changes in personl11. tempo whioh did occur. The BlOat 
reasonable explanation would seem to be that the particular chang.. which 
pl"OTOd 81gnU'1cant may bave resulted fro. the _thod ot a.nal7ai. aapl.oJN. 
By the very nature ot Anal3Bi. of Variance all 80urces of variation 
68 
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contributing to a particular estimate ot var:1ance are additive. In other 
words, It mq v8'Q' well be that those changes observed 1n the tapping and 
"circles and square." t.uka were produced not by a single source ot'ran-
atlon, e.g. the drugs, but by a combination ot a n\l'lber ot sources ot 
variation, e.g. druaa, lea.rn1.Dg, boredom, etc. Furthemore, it mq YeJ!7 
wall be that &n1' one of these sources taken independent.J¥ woulcl not. have a 
slgnificant ettect. upon the .. asUNS ot personal t.eIpo J however, wen all 
ot the are COIIlbined in an anal.1a1a ot variance a slgn:Lt1cant change 1a 
mo1"8 llke:Qr. 
The explanation of the chaDges descr1bed. above .... IIOst reasonable 
for a n\llher of reuona. The moat 1IIportant res.aon tor ooncluding that. 
there was no ain,gle aource of variation vh1ch produced the .. reaulta 1. 
lack of any consistent change. in the d1.f'ferent taaka. For example, both 
tasks which were markedl¥ changed, the tapping and. "circle and sqWU"'G." 
involve psycho-aotor reactions which are vU7 similar (lUlall BlWICle m0ve-
ments of the hancle). ~ore, there Is aeae ep1r1cal evidence which 
indicates that "the speeds ot all motor activities are related by ... ana ot 
a tundamentallllOtor tunoUon basic to all ot th_" (R:1mold1, 19S1, p. 297). 
This suggests that the a_, or similar, pa;ycbob1ological functions under-
1141 different. ap8011'1o ld.nda of pqobo-aotor reactiona. Therefore, It 
would ... reasonable t.hat if 81 tber of the dtuga had a corud.stent. etfect. 
upon personal tempo, \he tapping and. "circle. and squa.rea" tuks should 
have been effected in approximately the s •• manner. However, this was 
not the case. The t.apping tasks vere signilicant.q slower after the 
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administration of the tranqu1l121er, with no s1.gn1ficant changes observed 
after administration of the stimulant, while the "circles and squares· 
tasks were speeded after the st1aulant was administered, but no obangee 
occurred after the administration of t.he tranquil1 .... 
A consideration of the results on the basi_ of the primary 81te of 
effect of the two drugs 8._8 to indicate the sam. conolwdons. The 
pr.1.m8l'7 site ot effect of the st1Blulant is the higher cortical centers. 
Therafore, it one were to conclude that the speeding up ot the ·circles 
and squares" 1IU p~ due to the etfect of inoreued. cortical acti-
Vity. it would seem to tollov that the testa ot read.1.n&. which most likeq 
involve more cortical activity than the "circles and SquarE.,,· tasks, 
should also bave 8hovn a a1gn1f'1cant speeding up after the administration 
ot the etimulant. Howver, this wu not the case in spite of the tact 
that the subjects re-read the passage after the dl"'llg was atkn1nistered. 
The pr1.lu.ry site of effect ot the tranqu.1liler is the anterior horn 
ceUs of the sp1na.l cord, apec1!ioal..l.T the interneurone. This bloc1d..Dg 
of the interneUl'01lS enables 1. t to act as a muscle raj axant. Therefore, 
if one wre to conclude that the sloving down of the tapping t.aake were 
primarily due to 1nereued l1tU8Cle relaxation, then 1. t would also seem to 
follow that the tasks involving swinging ot a.nns and leg. should also have 
sloved. down. However, this was not. the cue e1~. There were no e1gn1. 
f'icant ohang.s in the rates of swinging anu and legs atter the tranqui. 
lizer wu adm1nietend. 
F1nal.l3', the fact that those s1gn1t1cant. changes which were obnrved. 
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occurred in tasks which W<'lre quite similar (tapping, "c1relesand 
sqUaNS") seems to preclude the possibillty that these changes were pro-
du.ced. by a single uncontrolled source of variation. e.g. learning, bore-
dom, other than the drugs. If there were a single source ot uncontrolled 
variation producing the significant changes, then one would expect similar 
tasks J..1.ke t,app1.."'lg, "o1rcles and squares" to be effected in t.he 85118 or 
similar ma:&m$r. Hovner, this was not the cue. Therefore, once again, 
it seems that t..'l8 most reasonable explanation of the two s1gn1ficant 
changes in personal tempo which were obse1"Yed i8 that they w" the result 
ot an accumulation of a number of sou.rcee of variance, none ot which may 
have been sign1f1cnnt. by itself'. 
It is important to note here that any generalization drawn fl'Qll 
theM results about the etfects of drugs upon personal tempo are applicable 
only to the minimal dcsages utilized in this study. It 1s quite conceiv-
able that larger dongea of the satle drug. lIl1ght very well produce striking 
changes in all measures of personal tempo. '\'ihether or not this 1s the 
caM, is a question to be answeJ."ed by further reBearch. 
Furthermore, the lack of internal controls i'or 1ndividu&1 differen-
ces among the subjects should be kept in mind in interpreting these 
results. It is pos.tble that if another sample were tested, the results 
might indicate a. signif'icant etfect 'by both drugs in all the tempo tasks. 
However, the appliozm111ty ot these rem:J.t3 to the "ther SBlttples depends, 
not upon whether there are or are not lnd1:ndual difterences wi thin the 
sample, but upon the s1nd.l.ar1ty between this sample and other samples, or 
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the population. Therefore, the onlT W8¥ to be more certain as to what 
extent these rGaulta can be generalized. is to repeat this exper1lllent v1th 
other f.roups and compare 'the result.. However. the major caution to be 
exercized, even if the.e Nsults do apply to other groups, is to keep in 
mind that ona J'Ilq not be able to accurately predict the effects ot the 
drugs upon the consistency of a particular indi v1dual' 8 personal tempo. 
In general, it would appear that the overall cona1atency ot personal 
tempo obHl"'V8d 1n th1s study 1. cons1.tent. with the results reported by 
other investigator.. Th1a consistency and reatatance to alteration by 
extraneous sources suggests the poss1b111 t.y t.hat personal tempo mq very 
well be a very baa1c, fundamental aspect ot personality. The fact that 
1nte:r-1nd1v1dual var1ab1l1ty usua.lly 1s JIluch greater than 1nt.ra-1nd1viduaJ. 
variability 1nd1cates that it. mq be possible to characterize different 
individua.l8 1n terms ot the personal tempo, or tempos which they adopt 1n 
perforndng ODe or more dilterent types of behavior. Furthermore, the 
results reported by Frais .. (1946) indicating that the 1ntervals separ .... 
ting different rhyt.hm1c patterrus (combined with the result.s of th1s study 
:rela.ted to the tact tha.t t.he 1nte1"'Val.8-S1lence-separating difterent 
dot pattarns also rsn.a.1ned the same) suggests the possib1lity that. at 
least certain aspects ot behavior m8\Y revolve around a very bu1C, coo-
sistent unit ot t1ae. 
It __ s obvious that tlle concept ot a consistent personal tempo hu 
implications tor nl.lllft"O\UI areas or payoholog1ou stu.d\;y. the fact that 
the part1cular tempo which 1nd1 viduala apolltaneously adopt mq reflect the 
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speed at which they work most effect1 ve13 mq ~ pertinent to industrial 
studies. It is possible that a considerable amount ot the ditf1cult.y 
experienced in establishing assembly line procedures m"" have been pro-
duced by attePlpts to foroe many different individuala with different opti. 
mal rates of responding to work at the ... speed. 
The possibili t~, of an 1nd1 vidual1ud, coll8istent personal tempo aleo 
provides reason to 8er1ous~y question the assUIIlptiona under.lying the 
interpretation of speed tes .... as meuures ot intel.l1gence or specific 
abilities. A consistent rel.ationahip between intell1gence and personal 
tempo has nner been demol18trat.ed. Theretore, it i. posa1ble tha:t 80IIe 
of the .ar1at1on among individua.l.8 on certain speed tests is due, not to 
difterences in intellectual &.bill ty, but to difterences in personal tarlpo. 
In view of this hypothesis, 1 t 1s interesting to note that the Digit 
symbol Subwst of the Wechsler Adult Intel.l.icence Scale ie one of the 
Bubteets which correlates lowest 1>11 th general intelligence. It certa1nl.7 
seems that further research is indicated in the area of the relationah1p 
between personal tempo and performance on speed testa. 
fmother area in which certain aspect. of personal tempo seem to 
have some applicability 1. that ot par80nal1t.y t.eet.. It. would seem that. 
the concept of a connstent personal tempo lends some support to t.be 
practice of many clinicians of attributing special significance to unu-
ually short or long reaction t1mes to specific aspects of 8OII'lG personalit.7 
testa, e.g. ~tord Association Test., :torschach Ps;{chodiagno8tiO. If indi-
vidual.e adopt a rather consi8t.ent manner of responding to such oomplex 
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perceptual stimuli as :torschaoh cards or T h T p1ctUl"M, than it may very 
well be that a sudden change in this rate ot responding reflecw the 
presence of rather intense, emotionally disrupting factors. However, ttd.. 
inference would be applicable only to 1nt.ra-:i.nd1v1dual variation. em. 
would not be warranted in concludiDg that d1tteren.oes among individuals 
in overall reaction time to certain test Bt1ffl1lli reflect differences 1n 
emotional1 ty of r6s1Jonse. since these differences aay be due primarily to 
in! ti&1 differences in personal tempo. Cert.a1n17 the above mentioned 
implications of the ooncept of personal tanpo tor olinical evaluat10n 
warrant further investigation. A good starting point would be a thorough 
study focusing upon a comparison of the P61"aonal tempos ot, so cal.led, 
normal indi v1dua18 w1 th those of 1001 viduala evidencing different SjI1I\ptoms 
of organic and functional pathology. 
In conclusion, it 1s felt that the reeults ot this study' have eon-
tributed add! t10nal inf'o1'lllation to the concept of a corudatent ~sonal 
tempo" which mq h4Ye an important etfect upon man,y dU'ferent forms of 
behavior. 
'.rhe ,PW'pOH of t.lde ~t.~ was t.o determine the eftectrs of certain 
drugs (.tilaulaut and tranqulli&tN') upon the oonaiatency of perliOnal taapo. 
Fourteen aa.bject.e (7 male~ a."Xl '1 !emal.es) were asked to perlorm a n:.:mbV 
of tuka batore the partioular drut; waa administered anf.i twice aftenrard 
(at interval& ot one and tw hours after administration of the drug). .&. 
placebo wail alao administered in order to control tor the poasibil1tl' ot 
factors other than the direot effect& of the or\lia producing sign1f'1cant 
changes. The tasks performed (,,-ilieh served u operational .\t.>8a.sures of 
personal tempo) were the following. t.&i)ping pattorml of dot.s on a tele-
graph key, reading science and literature. making circles and squares 14th 
the r:-lght. and lett hands. and swingir..g the rit,;ht and lett ama. both arm. 
simultaneousl¥, and t.he right and lott legs. 
In all, every aubJect was tested under t.hrae d1tferflmt eJq.1erimental 
aondit.1onsl 00£or8 and &t'ter the administration or a stiI:Hllant, tran-
qll1l1zer, and placebo. The order in which tllc three cond1 tiona were tested 
'Was rota.ted, and "t.be d1tfcre.nt conditions w-ere tested on separate dqa. 
The results were analyzed. by the method of ~ai.~ or variance. 
~lthou.gh the tapping rates changed s1;;;nificantly atter Uua adl"..inist.ration 
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of the tranquilizer, and the "circles and squares t1 ratea changed signi-
ficantly a.f'ter the achinistration ef thetr~nqu1l1zer, it was concluded 
that ene \..rould not be justified in st.ating that these changes were due 
primarily to the dirsct effects cf the dr\lCs. In general, it waa con-
cluded that the overall consistency of personal tempo was not a1gniticantll 
and consistentq effected by the drugs. $Cf.le speculations ware made 
regarding the 1IIlp11caUons and appl1cations of the concept of' personal 
tempo to indu,strial problema, intelligence and personal1t)" testa, and a 
more comprehensive t.heo17 of teatporal organization of behavior. A number 
cf suggestions for further research were indicated. 
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